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AIRFRAME PRO

TM

GHOST CARBON WITH
DARK SMOKE TRACSHIELD TM

The modern riding position , higher rear sets and lower clip-ons ,
has dramatically altered how a rider interacts with the modern hypersport
motorcycle. Compressed into an ever more compact shape, the rider’s
head positioning requires increased angle to maintain visibility and
stability. With this in mind, ICON® designed the AIRFRAME PRO.

Designed with our 'Angle of Attack'
philosophy, the Airframe Pro is uniquely
outfitted for the aggressive sportbike riding posture.
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The dramatically reduced shell profile, comprised of aerospacegrade carbon fiber or FRP, features a track-recognized ECE
certification. Precision assembly techniques further this dedication to
mass reduction, allowing ICON® to craft a helmet that is exceptionally light
and peerlessly outfitted.
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AFP SCULPTED NECKROLL

TRACSHIELD COMPATABLE

AFP HYDRADRY INTERIOR

AFP VENTING

A decrease of both drag and weight was
achieved by sculpting the traditional
neckline of the AFP to avoid jacket
or suit interference. Its aggressive
geometry increases the line-of-sight
while improving aerodynamic attitude
in a fully-tucked riding posture.

The Icon TracShield™ is available for the
AIRFRAME PRO as a factory solution for
riders who prefer tear-offs. Compatible
with our Rapid Release™ shield change
mechanism, the TracShield™ can be
used on the AIRFRAME PRO and Airmada
helmets. Available in Dark Smoke, Clear,
Yellow, and RST Silver. Tear-offs are
available separately.

The traditional three-piece liner has been
upgraded to a five-piece liner, providing a
greater amount of fitment combinations
for each unique head shape. Crown, lateral,
fore and aft padding components allow for
a possibility of 27 fitment combinations in
a single shell, double that of the AIRFRAME
PRO’s competitors.

Ventilation is a premier aspect of the
AIRFRAME PRO, with a total of nine intake
vents and fi ve exhaust vents. The forehead
vents are angled to provide linear venting at
speed. A deep-channel EPS liner enhances
this feature by routing air more effectively.
The chin vent is designed for an aggressive
riding position, providing intake at the attack
angle. The low-pressure exhaust vents round
out the venting package.

TM

TM
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AIRFRAME PRO
GHOST CARBON™
SIZES 2XS-3XL // $600

AIRFRAME PRO
RUBATONE™ BLACK
SIZES XS-3XL // $375

SHOWN WITH INCLUDED
DARK SMOKE TRACSHIELD™

AIRFRAME PRO
CONSTRUCT™ HELMET
SIZES XS-3XL // $395

AIRFRAME PRO
GLOSS BLACK
SIZES XS-3XL // $375

NATURAL RUBATONE FINISH

AIRFRAME PRO
CONSTRUCT™ HELMET
SIZES XS-3XL // $395

AIRFRAME PRO
GLOSS WHITE
SIZES XS-3XL // $375

DARK RUBATONE FINISH
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AIRFRAME PRO HALO

™

CARBON AND FRP HELMETS

HALO CARBON HELMET
COMES WITH DARK SMOKE
TRACKSHIELDTM

The best of modern technologies and the finest attention to detail, all for one purpose – high-velocity
domination with flying colors. The Airframe Pro Halo Carbon features a handmade 4Tress™ carbon fiber
shell, hand-applied design, and precision manufacturing techniques. Including an ICON Tracshield in
the box, the Airframe Pro Halo Carbon is track-ready out of the box – wherever that track may be.
AVAILABLE IN GLORY // SIZES 2XS-3XL // $600

AFP HALO IS AVAILABLE IN BLUE, RED, BLACK, GREEN // SIZES SX-3XL // $400

AIRFRAME PRO
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LET MY PEOPLE WHEELIE
Opulent, egocentric, and just a little crazy, Amenhotep reigned over a forty-year
Egyptian desert party. Penned by ICON Signature Artist Tanner Goldbeck, and flaked
and foiled until the gods got jealous, it’s a shout-out to the phattest Pharaoh of his
time. The AFP PharaohTM is a lid worthy of a trip from here to eternity.
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WELCOME TO THE
AIRFRAME PRO HELMET
True diplomacy doesn’t end at the exosphere. When it comes to the delicate negotiations of
deep space, ICON goes in thighs first. The AFP PleasureDome 2TM is a shuttle-born salute to our
intergalactic ambitions. Get yourself a fatty raygun and a cadre of Brazilian cut space ladies, and
join our zero-gravity rendezvous.
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HYPERSPORT
PRIME

Just when we were
ready to resign
ourselves to becoming a subsonic hero,
Kawasaki releases the
2015 H2. A 200 horsepower supercharged
titan capable of blueshifting the horizon.
The two-stage supercharger keeps you on
boost and pulls in air
harder than a fresh
Dyson. Drenched in
silver-infused black
paint and metallic
green accents and
fitted with a headlight
that strikes fear into
John Connor's heart,
it breaks speed laws
at stop signs. An array
of electronic sensors
keeps this cyberpunk
terror from becoming
the widowmaker its
forerunner was.
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AIRFRAME PRO HALOTM HELMET // $400
HYPERSPORT PRIME HEROTM JACKET // $400
HYPERSPORT PROTM SHORT GLOVE // $135
HYPERSPORTTM PANTS // $235

NINJA H2

AFP HALO HELMET
TM

The best of modern technologies and the finest attention to detail, all for
one purpose – high-velocity domination with flying colors. The Airframe
Pro HaloTM FRP features a handmade composite shell, hand-applied design, and precision manufacturing techniques.
AVAILABLE IN GREEN, BLUE, RED, BLACK // SIZES S-4XL // $400
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A SUPERCHARGED
TITAN CAPABLE OF
BLUESHIFTING
THE HORIZON

HYPERSPORT PRIME HERO

TM

FEATURING D30® IMPACT PROTECTORS
Live fast, dress fast, be fast. There is nothing slow in the Hypersport Prime Hero’s
vernacular or mindset. TrackSpec™ leather, integrated TPU shoulder & elbow caps,
extensive Unit-Fused™ construction, and a full D3O® package (shoulders, elbows,
back) are fitted for a full court press of reinforcement. The Hypersport Prime Hero
also features ICON’s new SportCuff™–designed to even get the jacket on fast.
Lead the pack–the Hypersport Prime Hero Jacket.
AVAILABLE IN WHITE, RED, BLUE, GREEN // SIZES S-4XL // $400
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LEATHER CHASSIS METAL BUCKLES
REAR ENTRY ZIP W/GUSSET CORDURA® PANELS
AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR WHITE SIZES 9-14 $180
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FE ATURING ICON TE AM RIDER
E WA PIENIAKOWSK A
Living in a small town in rural Poland, Ewa Pienakowska had dreams
of being a professional stunt rider. With countless hours on the bike,
perseverance, and a steadfast resolve Ewa’s dreams became a reality.
Eurythmics are right, sisters are doing it for themselves. When it comes to
her riding Ewa isn’t “pretty good for a girl”, she’s just good.
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OVERLORD SWEET DREAMS ™ JACKET

ANTHEM SWEET DREAMS ™ GLOVES

Available in Pink // XS-2XL
$165

Available in Pink // XS-2XL
$35

AIRMADA SWEET DREAMS ™ HELMET
Available in Pink // 2XS-XL
$280
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OVERLORD JACKET FEATURING D30® IMPACT PROTECTORS

There are two types of people in the world: Those who wear skulls, and those
who have their girlfriends swept off their feet by people who wear skulls.
The Overlord Reaver is the game-changer for the former. Featuring a rugged
sublimated textile chassis, an Attack fit, and a full suite of industry-leading D3O®
Impact Protectors (shoulders, elbows, & back), the Overlord Reaver is reinforced
to help in the event of asphalt episodes. Additional rider-centric details include
molded neoprene comfort collar, elbow and shoulder flex zones, internal and
external zone 3 reinforcements, and streamlined SportCuff.™ Get your cranium
game on lock: the Overlord Reaver.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, BLUE, GREEN, RED // SIZES S-4XL // $180
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THE BONES OF THE OLD WORLD LITTERED
THE SHORELINE; SILENT REMINDERS
OF A ONCE CIVIL AGE.

The Containment Conflicts waged on in a seemingly endless struggle. While
other units had found moderate success in combined inland actions, the littoral
operations had proved costly. A boatswain and rider team embarked in inflatable
boats and equipped with the bare minimum of supplies. Together they plied the
jagged shore-break in hit & run engagements against overwhelming numbers.
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To the casual observer their equipment choice may have seemed
odd, but antiquated equipment had proven to be a benefit in these
harsh times. Simple electronics, proven materials and straightforward mechanicals lent themselves to quick field repairs.
Their more technically complex brethren had long since succumbed
to the rigors of the salty coastal operations.
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FORESTALL

™

FEATURING D30® IMPACT PROTECTORS

Above reproach, without peers, the Forestall continues the lineage
of the officer trench while infusing modern tech. The Highland
Coated Cotton Chassis™ is reinforced with drum-dyed leather impact
zones and ballistic nylon stretch panels. Internally the Forestall is
equipped with a full D3O® Protector suite, making the storming of
your beach, whether Normandy or St. Tropez, never more favorable.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK // SIZES S-4XL // $300
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CUSTOM BUILT BY ICON 1000
Built for a life outside the perimeter, Slow Burn was well versed in
a hit & run lifestyle. She had been stripped of every extraneous
component, every luxury deemed unnecessary in these turbulent times.
Her reinforced frame, high-clearance exhaust, and firm suspension
allowed operation deep into the bush. The oversized Hella rally light
provided just a touch of hope in their darkest hour.
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The North Coast, inhabited by both
Goonies and Ghastlies, proved a fertile
hunting ground for those who kept their
carbs primed and their powder dry.

AKORP

™

WOMENS JACKET FEATURING D30® IMPACT PROTECTORS

Femme Fatales, meet your most important accessory: the ICON 1000 Akorp Jacket.
Perfect for patrolling the Eastern Front or nights on the lam, the Akorp womens jacket
is constructed with a HighlandTM coated canvas chassis and premium Brazilian cowhide
overlays. The Akorp blends military detailing with a vintage moto silhouette to create a
true riding jacket fit for the most discerning palettes. A quilted satin liner and womensspecific sport fit means the Akorp offers equal parts comfort and performance.
CE certified D3O® back, shoulder, and elbow armor provide low-profile protection
without hindering fit or movement.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK & RED // SIZES S-3XL // $450
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ELSINORE HP

™

MENS BOOT

The Elsinore’s™ five-strap alloy-buckle chassis, stamped metal heel plate,
and internal steel shank combine for a serious dose of moto-x homage.
The traditional Goodyear™ welt construction mates the ICON street-specific
sole to the magnificent leather upper. A medial-entry zipper, borrowed from
paratrooper jump boots, is the only luxury the Elsinore will allow itself.
A modern relic from an era when men wore iron and tanks were steel.
The Elsinore; old-school MX reinterpreted for the urban sprawl.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK // SIZES 8-14 // $285
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JACKKNIFE™ HANK Y

TOP SHELF ™ HANK Y

Road before the hunt.
Focus, your heart is ready.
Motors’ redline snarl.

One can’t survive a dystopian future without
implementing tools of the past. Hide from the man and
the elements in any way you see fit.

3 BUTTON SIZE ADJUSTMENT // 100% POLYESTER // $15

3 BUTTON SIZE ADJUSTMENT // 100% POLYESTER // $15

FORESTALL™
GLOVE FEATURING D30® KNUCKLE
An operator’s work is never done. Tracking through the thickest
of wilderness, high-velocity pursuits, dalliances with damsels,
and the post-victory Mai Tai: you demand a glove fit for all situations.
Enter the Forestall. Softshell chassis, leather palm, D3O® knuckle –
domineering fitment and reinforcement for off-grid pursuits.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK // SIZES S-4XL // $50

SLICKERY ™ SCARF

ELSINORE™ BELT

30” of race-ready satin that can accent a neckline with the
best of them; doubles as a drag-droppin' starter flag.

Strap in, hold tight, and let fly. The Elsinore Belt
will keep your trousers up so you can focus on
the mission at hand.

AVAILABLE IN YELLOW SATIN // DIMENSIONS 30"x30" // $35
AVAILABLE IN BROWN // SIZES SM,MD,LG // $55
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VIGILANTE STICKUP™
FEATURING D30® IMPACT PROTECTORS

As flashy as a butterfly knife and as mean as a boy named Sue, the Stickup is the jacket your
parents warned you about. Antiqued leather sleeves, varsity textile body, high-end zippers and
a full D3O® protector suite keep things fully motorcycle legit. Visually the chenille embroidery
over suede appliques, with just the right amount of skullage, is the requisite ticket when
the time comes to cut class.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK // SIZES S-4XL // $300
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LOR DS OF T H E AT L A S

Perched on the northwest corner of mainland Africa sits a nation of rock
and sun. Bordered by ISIS to the east and Ebola to the south, it was the
perfect proving ground for Team Raiden's latest adventure.
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"Insha’allah” was the oftrepeated phrase from our
Muslim guide. Translated
it means "God’s will." We
found ourselves muttering
it more than once upon
overshooting blind turns
on the treacherous
mountain passes.

Many klicks behind and many more to go.
Out here on the perimeter we was all stoned immaculate.

Team Raiden awaits wormsign atop the
massive dunefield of Erg Chebbi.

You can never truly prepare for an adventure, you just have one.
Such was the Team Raiden trip into the Moroccan desert.
Astride borrowed 450EXCs we rode like kings into the harsh Atlas
mountain range. DSLRs in hand, GoPros perched in every crevice, and
a GPS marking the path, we embarked on our multi-faceted mission.
Shoot, ride, crash, and shoot some more. "Pictures or it never
happened"– the unspoken mantra of the Raiden pre-scout crew.
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Filling up with a bottle of the
locals' finest “Sans Plumb.”
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” This looks a lot like Africa,”
we thought to ourselves.
Upon viewing a map, it was.

Three wandering camels – a sure sign that you’re involved in either
big-time adventure or the first chapter of the New Testament.
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The high-speed sections left little time for elaborate photo setups. Point &
shoot at these speeds is best left for the professionals, or the reckless.

Two days in, and the magnitude of the whole endeavor became clear.
Chances were we wouldn’t die, but getting seriously f’ed up...that was a
real possibility. Gone were the fanciful dreams of Dakar glory; replaced
with compressed backs, bruised kidneys, and a post-trauma sack of subdermal fluid. Despite the mounting damage, there was no place we’d rather be.
Big-time adventuring across the African desert was the fulfillment of a
lifelong dream. And of course we took loads of pics... because it most
definitely did happen.

Call to prayer echoed across the sun-baked compound; an auditory
reminder that we were no longer in Kansas (or Oregon).

Post-highside reflections on a patch of roadside rubble.
Like all good adventures, this one would leave scars.
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TEAM RAIDEN
CORTEZ XR650

Big-time adventure calls for big-time machinery. This fully race-prepped XR650
was built to contest the NORRA Cortez rally. Starting in Mexicali and finishing
in Ensenada, the Cortez features three Dakar-inspired stages. Oversized tank,
stiff suspension, and a full navigation suite kept the XR operational through the
harsh desert course. Full RAIDEN Arakis™ mesh gear did the same for ICON rider
Mark Vanscourt. Interested in a fully prepped XR650 rally setup for your
big-time adventure? Drop Mark a line at www.bajadadraceprep.com

R A IDE N A R A K I S™ C OL L EC T ION
Raiden Arakis Jersey
Available in Tan, Turk, Glory, or Slate // S-3XL
$35
Raiden Arakis Glove
Available in Tan, Turk, Glory, or Slate // S-4XL
$35
Raiden Arakis Pant
Available in Camo or Stealth // 28-44
$150
Raiden DKR Boot
Available in Black or Glory // 8-14
$265
Variant Raiden Glory Helmet
ConstructTM finish // XS-3XL
$390
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LESSONS LEARNED
Stumps don’t lie. In our experience
they also don’t joke, cavort, or engage
in any form of small talk. They are in
fact unyielding, anti-social bastards.
Hidden in the trailside underbrush they
sit sentinel, awaiting the slightest rider
mistake to enact a painful toll.
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When tangling with the single track of the great Northwest, it’s best
to come prepared. We recommend a half tin of dip, a cougar hunting
permit, and sidearm. Water and tools are optional.
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LOCAL FLAVOR
Penned by ICON artist and Oregon
local Adam Haynes, the Splintered
and Deadfall collection are an homage to the dangers of the woods,
stumps included.

VARIANT SPLINTERED HELMET

DEADFALL JERSEY

SIZES XS-3XL // $375

V

DEADFALL GLOVE

DEADFALL NECK GAITER

SIZES S-4XL // D30® EQUIPPED // BATTLEHIDETM PALM // $35

3 BUTTON SIZE ADJUSTMENT // FLEECE BACKED 100% POLYESTER // $15
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TM
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LIMITED EDITION // 500 PIECES

DKR SPLINTERED JACKET
TM

FEATURING D30® IMPACT PROTECTORS

HYDRATION PACK COMPATIBLE (SOLD SEPARATELY)

REMOVABLE THERMOLITETM INSULATED LINER

FULL D30® IMPACT PROTECTOR SUITE

It’s a hard knock life for a good ole boy. All this fast offroad equipment, and nothing to wear with it.
Well, consider that problem solved. The DKR Splintered is the backwoods bomber you need for
wherever you may roam. The HYCOR waterproof/breathable chassis is Dupont Teflon® coated with all
seams sealed. The main zipper features a gusset and a magnetic storm flap, and the Hydrolock front
zipper is a premium touch only found on RAIDEN Jackets. Thick Thermolite® liner for cold-weather
situations, but with TechMesh® panels built in for more efficient core regulation and more athletic fit.
Removal of excess snaps, zippers and pulls further decreases the weight of the garment and
enables a much improved fit. Get out there and get on it. #BigTimeADV
SIZES SM-4XL // $425

WATERPROOF BREATHABLE HYCORTM CHASSIS
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